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Scholars GeoPortal

http://geo.scholarsportal.info
What can you do with Scholars GeoPortal?
What can you do with Scholars GeoPortal?

Sign in using your university account:

The recommended way! This one step login* will enable you to read content licensed by your university from anywhere.

Select your university: Go

* Not all universities support this login yet. If your school isn't on the list, you need to log in using one of the options below. You will still need to authenticate through your university to view licensed content from off campus.
Lessons Learned
LESSON 1:

BE REALISTIC
Licensing Commercial Software in an Academic Environment:

1. Write an RFP
2. Wordsmithing and various approvals
3. Post the RFP
4. Receive submissions
5. Vendor presentations
6. Vendor evaluations
7. More approvals

Lots of waiting...

8 month process
To RFP or not to RFP?
Or, should we RFI next time poor Yorick?
LESSON 2:

BE FLEXIBLE
BE SMART ABOUT FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES
LESSON 4: PERSEVERE
Whadda ya say?
Can we please have your health data?
Please Please???
LESSON 5: COLLABORATION IS THE ELIXIR OF SUCCESS